Abstract-Recently, the revolution of deploying wireless sensor network (WSN) technology has accelerated the need for further development. Thus, numerous researches of different perspectives seeking some enhancements have been proposed. Throughout our extensive study, we have found that there is a phenomenon with adverse side effects known as sink isolation (sink's hotspot zone) which exists due to the sink's neighbor nodes (deputy nodes) run out of energy faster than the others. This draws attention to our hypothesis, energy exhaustion in sink's hotspot zones is worthy of concern more than that of distant zones. Accordingly, we propose a pioneering metric with highly influential factors for forward node selection. This proper selection ends the route of the data traffic in a deputy node of least energy exhaustion. As a result, extensively dissipated sensors in the hotspot zones are avoided, sinks are protected from isolation, and lifetime is extended.
I. INTRODUCTION
The WSN is a set of sensors powered by limited and nonrenewable energy sources, spread out all over the monitoring area, and uses an ad hoc communication topology to deliver data to end users through sink nodes. This data can be a surveillance of an adversary behavior in a military operation, a collection of environmental data from tropical rain forests, health care monitoring records, or the log of a smart building control system. The necessity to develop such networks has motivated researchers to consider a variety of interesting issues, such as optimization of connectivity, scalability, data transmission, network structure, data aggregation, in addition to the reduction of the energy dissipation [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] .
In the context of WSN challenges, the extension of the lifetime of WSN is a vital issue since it is considered a challenging task to replace or to charge the sensors' batteries. One common factor that causes the length of this period to degrade is the rapid energy dissipation of the deputy nodes. These joint nodes handle a large part of the data traffic; hence they are prone to die sooner compared to the distant nodes. As a consequence, the sink will be isolated, and the network loses its capability to complete its tasks regardless of how sufficient is the residual energy in the distant zones. In many research efforts [6, 7, 8, 9, 10] , the phenomenon of the hotspot zone has been addressed extensively. Even though some load balancing mechanisms have been proposed for this purpose, such in [11, 12, 13] , the hotspots' nodes struggle to function as long as it should be. However, our challenge is to forward the data traffic to the sinks nodes through sensors with least energy exhaustion, particularly in the hotspot zones. Therefore, there is a genuine need for a robust metric which relatively evaluates the energy dissipation in these zones to overcome these issues.
A novel Q-metric is proposed to estimate the power consumption of joint nodes in the hotspot zones and the distant nodes as well, which is related to the density of their interconnected nodes. Each node becomes aware of its surrounding Qs in its coverage area, even if they could be from different subtrees. Based on a comparison made by a routing mechanism, the forward subtree is selected. Thus, the data selects the routes that end in the most proper hotspot zones with the least energy exhaustion. Therefore, it protects the sink from fast isolation, and WSN obtains a long-lasting functioning period. This issue is significant, because, if the sink node is isolated from the rest of the network, the WSN becomes useless.
The importance of this energy metric is that it is simplistic and demonstrates the exhaustion of the deputy nodes by considering highly influential factor compared to what have been addressed by [14, 15, 16] .
Moreover, in this paper, previous research efforts to mitigate the hotspot phenomenon to prolong the lifetime are summarized in Section II. Our pioneering Q-metric based sinkrooted trees routing in addition to the routing switching are presented in Section III and IV respectively. Section V is a summary that highlights the significance of this proposal as well as the future direction of the research.
II. RELATED RESEARCH WORK
Sensors are usually equipped with a limited battery power hence; to complete its network tasks, a reduction in the energy consumption, specifically nodes which are prone to excessive energy depletion, have to be targeted. However, the sensors located in sink hotspot zones are the most critical nodes since they are in charge of delivery of the majority of the traffic to the intended destinations. A variety of studies with different aspects to increase the lifetime of WSN have been summarized in this section.
In [14] the fuzzy logic based General Self-organized Tree Based Energy Balanced Routing Protocol (GSTEB) extends the lifetime of the network. In each round, the tree topology is built based on selecting a root node (deputy nodes) with the largest residual energy to balance the load and consume less power. The distance to the neighbor and the distance to the destination as well as the amount of overlay neighbor's node are considered the inputs. Then, the fuzzy system prioritizes the forward node. The results approve that the performance is better than LEACH protocols in terms of reducing the energy consumption in each round, less delay in data transmission, increasing both the delivery ratio and the nodes remaining power.
In [15] the authors handle the unbalanced power consumption as the primary factor of hotspot phenomenon. The long-lived aggregation tree constructing (LLATC) algorithm is used to create a fixed and unique tree per each sink. In this paper, the sensor nodes join the tree while considering some important factors to ensure that a minimum amount is reduced from the lifetime of the resulting topology. Also, they discuss a balancing technique known by manipulating multiple long-lived trees (MMLT) that cyclically for a predefined period then switches a data aggregation among these static sinks to balance power consumption of the entire network thus alleviating the hot spot problem.
A reduction in the overhead is obtained by implementing a common backbone (tree) that saves battery power and balances energy consumption. The modified Sollin's tree construction (MSTC) is the tree-construction algorithm that connects neighbor nodes to different trees and then merges a pair of them. When applying sink switching techniques, a portion of the communication paths is redirected into a particular data aggregation tree just before the next sink takes control. This technique is known as directing common backbone (DCB) used to organize periodic switching of these sinks. The Effectiveness of both power adjustment techniques MMLT and DCB in prolonging the lifetime of sensor networks is compared with the balanced tree method.
The authors in [16] have tackled the hotspot problem and its influence in the time frame of network's connectivity. Accordingly, they proposed a tree-cluster-based datagathering algorithm (TCBDGA) with a mobile sink to balance the load of the whole network, taking into consideration the issue of consuming excessive energy. In addition to enhancing the network lifetime when compared with other algorithms. The tree-construction approach proposed here, takes into account the residual energy, the number of neighbors, and the distance to the BS of nodes that joins the topology. Two stages for data gathering through the rendezvous points (RPs) and subrendezvous points (SRPs) to uploaded the information to the mobile sink. For further balance in the energy consumption, the stop positions of the mobile sink re-selected after a given period to avoid the heavy load around them.
The study in [17] has handled the lifetime maximization through load balancing approach. The proposed algorithm is known as Randomized Switching for Maximizing Lifetime (RaSMaLai). Given a data aggregation tree, the algorithm randomly switches the load to other routes with lower traffic. The algorithm start from a random initial stage then goes through a number of iterations to find out the balanced tree or reach the maximum number of switching.
Nevertheless, under different network considerations, further study is needed to investigate more influential parameters that have significant impact on the load-balancing, specifically in the hotspot zones. Thus, particularly for the sink-rooted trees structures, an approach with a different perspective has been proposed. It balances the energy exhaustion between the aggressively energy-depleted sensors. In comparison with former studies in [15, 16, 17, 18] , more efficient and influential factors have been considered in this paper, thereby the lifetime is prolonged to some extent.
III. PROPOSED METRIC
In previous studies, node's residual energy, hop count, delay, node's queue, a limited number of leafs, and the distance between nodes, have been proposed by some researchers as metrics to forward data to intended destinations. It is stated by [12, 13, 14] that improper data routing threatens some sinks by isolation due to a high rate of energy consumption at the sink's deputy nodes which ends up to an early death of these nodes. Hence, we present a hypothesis which states that the estimation of power consumption at sink's hotspot zone is considerably more significant than that of the distant zones. Consequently, the exhaustion at the hotspot areas should be considered as a critical metric for selecting deputy nodes that are in charge of delivering most of the data traffic to the intended sink. Thereby, a Q-metric is proposed to evaluate the energy dissipation of each sensor, taking into account the density of its interconnected leaf nodes (subtree) as a new influential factor. Hence, the power consumption of each node is relative to the expected amount of traffic. This data fow increases as sensors are located closer to the hotspot zones.
These Qs values are going to be exploited by a routing mechanism that compares the neighbors' metrics to select a next node with a least energy consumption in comparison to its density (subtree). The mechanism continues to choose the forward sensors based on these Qs. The traffic changes its route whenever Qs value changes, seeking the most appropriate deputy node in the hotspot zone.
In this research, three assumptions have been considered when Q-metric is designed for tree topology . These assumptions are:
a) The increasing of the number of joint nodes (node joins more than one chain of nodes) raises the expectation of more node's association (node's density) and vice versa. b) Joint nodes encounter more data traffic as long as they locate closer to the sink (in hop counts). c) The energy exhaustion rate at sink hotspot zones is related to the number or the density of nodes since it is directly associated with the quantity of the aggregated data traffic.
Hence, an equal amount of exhaustion of some nodes in the hotspot zones, having various sizes of distant zones (subtree) should be handled differently. For example, as illustrated in Fig. 1 , if the energy consumption is estimated at the hotspot zones of the subtrees, k T and m T are equal while each tree owns different size of interconnected nodes at the distant zones, then In this research, we present two approaches for considering the appropriate hotspot zones with their corresponding Qmetrics. At each round r, the sink measures the energy consumption of its one-hop nodes. Then the interconnected nodes of this root receive an updated corresponding Q from the sink. These nodes broadcast their metric to the entire distant nodes that already have been responded to the subtree association request which is issued by this sink. Each node completes its evaluation by considering its leaf density.
A. Shrank hotspot zone
In this approach, each deputy nodes, k and m (K/m) of the tree i T , as shown in the Fig. 1 , is modeled by Equation (1) 
The energy dissipation of sensor due to traffic of B bit is generally computed according to Equation (3) ( )
Hence, for the node "k",
The energy deviation of the deputy nodes is illustrated by Equation (6) and Equation (7) where the mean value of all deputy nodes is assumed to be the sink's current energy in round r. According to our assumptions, we estimate the leaf's density (subtree) of each sensor node to complete the Q-metric computation as shown in Equation (8)
ζ is the accumulative number of descendants' joint nodes of each node's subtree. It is estimated for all nodes during tree's constructing.
Thus, 
Thus, the computation of the Q completes once the intended node receives the broadcast of the Q and becomes aware of its ζ .
The deployment of this metric to enhance the traffic distribution by a routing mechanism is explained in Section IV.
B. Extended hotspot zone
Since node's exhaustion gradually increases alongside increases in the number of round (r), the considered hotspot zone might be enlarged to delay sink isolation. This preprotection starts beyond the hotspot zone of case (a). is estimated as shown in Equation (13) and Equation (14) ( ) ( ) ( )
The depth of the intended node in a tree i T and the sort of the tree graph influences the estimation of the ζ . We believe that as long as the expected nodes are getting further away from the sink in hope count:
• ζ is more usefulness in estimating the traffic at the hotspot zone since it takes the view that more joint nodes are accumulated.
• More network management through proper switching is needed.
IV. ROUTE SWITCHING
In this approach we consider the following assumptions: 
f) The tree algorithm could be Depth-First Search (DFS). g) The Q value is broadcasted to its entire subtree.
Initially, the sink determines the Q of intended deputy node then transmits the estimation, as illustrated in Fig. 1-a , through the subtree of this node to reach the child nodes. The computation of the Q-metric of sensor completes by receiving the broadcast of the Q and realizing the ζ value during i T initialization phase.
It is recommended to enhance routing mechanism by exploiting this metric to distribute the data traffic in an efficient way. We assume that each sensor is well aware of the Q-metrics of its surrounding nodes within its coverage area even though some of them they might belong to subtrees of different deputy node. After being compared, the routing mechanism makes a decision based on which node has the most appropriate Q. Consequently, it decides whether to continue forwarding through a route of the initial subtree (auto routing) or to switch traffic to a subtree of another deputy node, as shown in the Fig.1-b .
Remarkably, the implementation of these Qs by routing mechanism assists in balancing the energy dissipation specifically among the deputy nodes. Since our metric compares node's exhaustion in each zone relative to the subtree density, thus selecting nodes with appropriate Q ends the forwarding in deputy nodes with least energy dissipation and hence the hotspot phenomenon is alleviated.
As a matter of fact, the computational process in sensor node consumes significantly less energy than radio transmission and reception. Thus, to prolonging the lifetime of WSN a trade-off between computational and communications is needed to reduce the excessive power consumption of particular nodes in WSN.
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we seek a performance enhancement of the WSN in term of extending its lifetime. The proposed Q-metric evaluates the energy consumption among nodes related to the density of the interconnected nodes. This metric manages routing mechanism to switch data load to another subtree whenever the next node with appropriate Q is detected. Route switching based on this metric protects sink from rapid isolation as well as balancing the traffic load.
The significance of this metric is that it is simplistic as well as being dissimilar from the previous proposal since it considers highly influential parameters that aevaluate the hotspot exhaustion. This approach is promising in large WSNs with multiple sinks-rooted trees where "anycast" its communication features.
The objective of this proposal is to prolong the lifetime through the load distribution, especially in the hotspot zone. It is going to be evaluated by comparing it with others' research efforts such as [14, 15, 16] that aim for the similar objectives, (b) Sink-rooted tree with switching due to Q measure using the OMNet ++ simulator. Also, efficient routing mechanism to exploit this metric is going to be explained further. In addition to that, the same perspective will be developed to accommodate hotspot zones in large scale WSN with multiple sinks.
